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From: Bremer, Tom   
 
Date: Thu, Apr 9, 2020 at 12:17 PM 
 
Subject: Response to BOF 
 
To: Brown,Jim,  Kupchick, Brenda, Bertolone, Jackie, DeWitt, Christopher  
 
Cc: Bosse, Caitlin, Gardiner, Linda  
 
Thank you for providing management with a list of questions yesterday prior to the upcoming BOF 
meeting scheduled for tomorrow evening. In an effort to move the process forward as expeditiously as 
possible we have included the answers to all questions in this e-mail.  We are going through this exercise 
to give the BOF information it desires before voting on the FY21 budget and also to minimize the 
necessity for the Town's department heads (as well as the members of the BOF) to go through a lengthy 
process given the pandemic we are all experiencing. 
 
Before we turn to the questions contained in the excel spread sheet a number of questions were asked 
regarding the FY20 which are as follows: 
 
  1.  Question:  Please provide updated fund balance projection.     
 
Attached hereto is a fund balance projection for June 30, 2020.  We have conservatively estimated 
revenue projections for the remainder of this year and as a result there will be no surplus on the Town 
side of operations.  Accordingly, no money will be added to the fund balance at the end of this 
year.  Notwithstanding this reality, the fund balance remains healthy and is anticipated to be at 
10.984%.  In answer to the question as to how much surplus we could use before the fund balance  gets 
to 8% - we calculate the answer to be $8.8 million.  If we wanted to stay above 7% (the minimum policy 
level) that amount would be $12 million - assuming the COVID suggestions we have earlier provided to 
the BOF of approximately $4 million are adopted by the BOF. 

 
  2.  Question:  Do we have any questions concerning cash flow based on the Governor's latest 
pronouncements on tax collections?    

Based on the Governor's latest pronouncement regarding tax collections we have anticipated that the 
RTM will accept the Tax Collector's (and the First Selectwoman's) strong advice to accept the deferment 
option for taxpayers.  The financial impact such an option will have on the Town will be nominal.  We 
expect to receive approx. $26 million from escrowed tax payments leaving a "hole" of approximately 
$25 million which will deferred for an additional 60 days according to the Governor.  To date we have 
already received more than $6 million non-escrowed payments from taxpayers, which leaves less than 
$19 million.  Furthermore, we anticipate receiving an additional $5 million before the end of May.  As a 
result, the remaining "hole" should be easily managed with our current cash reserves. 
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  3.  Question:  What are the revenue projections through the rest of this fiscal year?   

Attached hereto is our best estimates of where we will end up this budget year.  As you can see, our 
revenues are expected to be $2.5 million short, offset by savings in expenditures of $1.2 million and 
budgeted contribution to surplus of $1.3 million 

  4.  Question:  If a pay freeze was instituted by the First Selectwoman what would the savings be?   

 If there was a pay freeze for non-union workers only, the savings would be approximately $90k.  If we 
could somehow include the unions it would save an additional $850k.  Of course, we would have to 
deduct legal fees from the union number because of negotiation costs and potential legal challenges 
should arbitration be necessary and we would be establishing a funding cliff for the subsequent year. 
The above questions were contained in e-mails of April 7.  We believe all questions have been answered. 
 
Before we turn to the excel sheet questions, we would like to reiterate that in our Covid 19 IMPACT 
BUDGET, given to the BOF at the end of March, the Town suggested removing $3.8 million from its 
operating budget.  Additionally, we suggest revising the revenue projections for 2021.  Further, as 
recently as yesterday the Congress and the Federal Government are pushing for revenue relief to the 
states and municipalities.  We remain confident that a portion of  the Town's revenue losses will be 
made whole by the Federal Government, in addition to the compensation we will receive for expenses 
related to the actual COVID crisis. 
 
Turning now to the excel spread sheet, for the sake of brevity the questions will not be restated in their 
entirety: 
 
  1.  If your department is cut by 3 to 5% what will you do?    

This question has been provided to all departments.  If this cut is made to the BOS budget, it will 
produce between $4.8 and $6.4 million on top of what the Town has already cut.  This would be 
catastrophic to the Town and would force the Town to completely reimagine how it provides services to 
the Town residents.  The Department heads report to the First Selectwoman and as such do not 
determine what they will or will not do given such a budget cut.  Although their answers might be 
interesting, they are largely academic. The First Selectwoman would decide which programs and people 
would be cut.   Although no definitive plans have been discussed with any department, initially the Town 
would be forced to curtail much of its services.  We would consider closing beaches, reducing our Police 
and Fire first responders, closing public libraries, and DPW activities would be curtailed to the bare 
minimum.  Only essential services would be maintained throughout the Town.  Additionally, all the 
items the First Selectwoman identified as lacking in the Town and which her budget attempts to correct, 
would not merely be delayed a year but would effectively be removed from consideration for many 
years.  Further, if such a draconian cut occurs then all the revenue projections would be affected 
downward as our staffing would be curtailed.  The Town's ability to generate income from services 
would be severely diminished. 
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 2.  Building:  In the COVID budget suggestion, the revenue budgeted for next year is flat to this years 
budgeted number.  This is a conservatively budgeted number for next year and is completely acceptable 
to Building.  Building is still trending above the budget for 2020 as shown in the attached revenue 
projections. 

 
  3.  Health:  Revenue Fees from Restaurants is approximately $128k.  We do not see any decrease in 
this revenue given our past experience from 2008 and Storm Sandy. 

 
  4.  Park and Rec:  The revenue projections as provided are as of opening day on July 1.  If we have to 
move opening day to August 1 the loss of revenues will be an additional $300 thousand and the savings 
in expenses will be approximately $100 thousand.  A decision will be made in June as to whether we 
cancel the 4th of July fireworks.  According to the contract, there will be no savings to the Town from 
the fireworks contract. 

  5.  Finance:  We are doing all we can to manage the financial impacts the Town is currently facing.  We 
have contacted all our banks and outside consultants and feel that we can manage the day to day 
financial affairs of the Town.  We are monitoring the bond market and we will be able to complete our 
refunding in the near term.  We are confident that given the overall state of the country the Town will 
weather this storm as it has throughout its history.  We remain confident that all additional COVID costs 
will be primarily compensated by the federal government. 

 
  6.  HR:  There are no potential "givebacks" by the unions without strenuous negotiations at this 
time.  No union has approached management along these lines.  There are no plans for layoffs of any full 
time employees as the short term costs to do so far exceed the cost of maintaining the employee.  All 
non-essential part time employees have already been placed on furlough.  There are a number of 
unfilled positions which are attached hereto.  These however, are not merely positions or "place 
holders".  These are positions that must be filled and would be but for the crisis we are now facing.  The 
Town sorely needs a DPW director, to name but one. 

 
  7.  Town Clerk:  The revenue projections have been held flat for 2021.   Although we believe it will be a 
challenge, we remain optimistic that we will make those projections given the belief that there will be a 
pent up demand for homes next spring. 
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  8.  All:  Although you have asked for the reason "in detail" for each line item of the budget that is a 5% 
increase or decrease from the previous year, we can not provide those answers with all we are 
handling.  If any member wishes to know such details in a line by line fashion the answers have already 
been provided on the Town website which can be found at the following link.   MUNIS - FY21 Proposed 
Budget with 
TEXT<https://fairfieldct.org/filestorage/10726/11032/12630/12632/90716/90722/MUNIS_-
_FY21_TEXT.pdf>   This report, filed on the Towns’ website March 13, gives detailed summaries and line 
by line descriptions of the vast majority of the changes to the budget from the previous year and I urge 
any BOF member who has a particular question on a particular line item, to turn to that report. 
 

The above discussion ignores the gorilla in the room -  2/3rds of the budget - the BOE. 
 
We continue to believe that in order to create a tax rate at below 1.5% the "hole" in our previous COVID 
budget with the revised collection rate of 98.61% is $2 million.  That is before any cuts to the BOE 
budget and before we take any money from the rainy day fund. 
 
Umbrella anyone? 
 
 

https://fairfieldct.org/filestorage/10726/11032/12630/12632/90716/90722/MUNIS_-_FY21_TEXT.pdf
https://fairfieldct.org/filestorage/10726/11032/12630/12632/90716/90722/MUNIS_-_FY21_TEXT.pdf
















---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Cleary, Sands <SCleary@fairfieldct.org> 
Date: Wed, Apr 15, 2020 at 2:00 PM 
Subject: Information Requested from Health Dept. 
To: Brown, James <jbbrown4g@gmail.com> 
 
Dear Chairman Brown, 
 
Please find below the information requested by Mr. Walsh regarding the enrollment at the ECC 
programs at Warde and Stratfield. 
 
Warde ECC 
2016/2017: 185 Students 
2017/18: 176 students 
2018/19: 178 students 
2019/20: 163 students  -22 decrease over 4 years 
 
Stratfield ECC 
2016/2017: 0 Students 
2017/18: 54 students  
2018/19: 62 students 
2019/20: 88 students   +88 increase over 4 years 
 
Total ECC 
2016/2017: 185 Students 
2017/18: 230 students +45 
2018/19: 240 students +10 
2019/20: 251 students +10  Total +66 increase over the last 4 years 
 
We have been advised by Fairfield Public Schools that the Stratfield ECC program will likely 
increase in enrollment next school year. 
 
Respectfully, 
Sands Cleary 
Director of Health 
Fairfield Health Department 
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